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• GOLDMAN SACHS CELEBRATES 25 YEARS IN MONEY FUND INDUSTRY
Twenty-five years ago Pac-Man pandemonium was just taking
hold, "Dallas" buzzed through the rabbit ears of pre-cable TVs,
and Goldman Sachs was first entering the money-market arena.
Although money-market funds had been around for a decade, the
rising interest rates ofthe early 1980s made money-market funds
an especially appealing tool for savvy investors.

Fast forward a quarter-century later, and you'll find that
Goldman Sachs - or more specifically Goldman Sachs Asset
Management Group - is now the world's third-largest manager of
institutional money-market funds. Approximately $116 billion is
currently invested in its money-market products and GSAM has
about a half-trillion dollars in total assets under management.

To learn about this milestone - and possibly the secret to
money-market longevity - we spoke to Dave Fishman and Beth
Anderson, money-market co-chief investment officers at GSAM.
MMI: Goldman Sachs is a hugefinancial powerhouse. It employs
over 22,000 people worldwide.
DF: Yes, we are a large company that deals with lots of numbers.
But behind all those numbers, this is really a people business. One
of our philosophies is to hire the best people around. Butthat's only
half the challenge; the other is keeping them around. To manage
that, we've put together career paths within the money-market
group to ensure that our people stay on for a long time - iffor no
other reason, because they're challenged and happy here. And, on
that point, I think our track record speaks for itself.
BA: One of the more tangible results of that philosophy is the
remarkable experience and longevity of our team. More than half of
our portfolio management team has worked here together for about
eight years. The average industry experience in the group is about 10
years. This dedication to stockpiling talent and experience has truly
helped us differentiate ourselves from our competitors.

MMI: Can you give me an example?
BA: Well, for example, as a team, we've been through liquidity and
credit crunches together. And I don't think our competitors have that
same type ofteam experience. It's inevitable that other crises will
crop up in the future. When they do, our team has probably managed
its way through a similar event. We take pride in our focus on risk
management and distinguish ourselves through that capability.
MMI: Do you/eel, because ofits size, that GSAM can take on more
risk than its competitors?
BA: We believe the essence of risk management is foresight and
prevention. A vigilant lookout has to be posted to identify an
approaching risk event and be able to formulate a pre-emptive
response to disarm risk before it occurs. This is an advantage of
being a large, well-established company. We can use the company's
extensive resources - such as our credit department, legal staff or
technology systems - to protect us from encountering a problem.

DF: Our biggest risk is credit risk. Every day there's a potential
problem waiting to occur. Among the risks to stability of the NAV,
a credit event could be the first one to cause an instant headache.
What we've done to mitigate this risk is to structure a unique credit
process that is among the best in the industry. Before we select any
investment, it has to be cleared through this process.

MMI: Doesn't thatput a lot ofpressure onyour credit department?
DF: I'm glad you asked. To boost our credit-risk capabilities, we
use the resources of Goldman, Sachs & Co. as an independent
service provider. What this does is give us access to over 200
industry credit specialists. So instead of having one credit analyst
looking at three or four industries at once, we may have three or
four GS & Co. credit analysts looking into a single industry. This
gives our research much more depth, which results in more
informed decisions. These credit analysts are basically tasked with
one simple provision at the beginning of each year. The end result
is the creation of the best possible approved list for the GSAM
money-market funds.
MMI: Isn't having an independent group determining your
risk ... risky?
DF: Not in the least. It was actually structured that way by design.
It's a given that there's always going to be conflict between
portfolio management and credit. But conflict is healthy. Portfolio
managers want the highest returns possible; credit always wants to
go the safer route. Two completely independent groups, not being
able to influence each other, produce a solid clean list of approved
securities.

The credit department is not incentivized for asset growth;
they're not paid more iffund performance is better. Their job, first
and foremost, is to avoid problems. Likewise, the portfolio team
also has only one thing in mind - and that's to draw the highest
returns possible while maintaining adequate liquidity and stability
of principal.

We have a pretty efficient market - $2 trillion chasing a
limited supply of securities. If a particular name is trading in the
marketplace cheaper than other similar names, there's usually a
reason, so we'll have the credit analysts check it out. This lower
cost becomes one of many inputs that go into its evaluation to
determine ifit' s an appropriate security for the fund. But even if the
security makes it through this round, credit will set limitations,
such as how much we can buy, how long we can hold it for. This
process not only keeps us from investing too much in one security,
it's also a safety feature for the security itself. In other words, if we
were a firm's only investor, it might find itself driven into a
liquidity crisis if we suddenly stop buying it.lt' s all a very rigorous
process, but it has evolved throughout successes over the last 25
years, so I think we've got it down pretty well.
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MMI: How does technology factor into your formulafor success?

BA: We were just reminiscing about this. How back in the early
'90s we'd be sitting at the desk taking runs on CP by phone, using
paper tickets and faxing confirmations out. I believe we've come
so far, in part, due to the focus management has placed on
advancing our business technology. We are supported by cutting-
edge systems - some built just for us - that help us in areas like risk
management and credit -risk management. We also share an online
system with our credit department. This type of business runs on
information. Market analysis, trading and compliance information
must be provided quickly to maintain a competitive edge. We're
definitely heavily invested in technology.
MMI: On May 28th, you celebrated 2 5 years in the money-market
industry. Goldman Sachs itself is nearly 140 years old. Does this
size and history work to your advantage?

DF: Clearly we see our size and tenure as an advantage in this
industry. We believe our longevity has enabled us to experience
dramatic events first-hand, such as the stock market crash, the
Asian currency crisis, September 11th and numerous interest-rate
cycles. We've lived through some very volatile periods, and
there's no substitute for that kind of experience.

Recently a lot of new shops, with less experienced people,
have gotten into the money-market business, but they've experi-
enced nothing but very, very stable markets. We've just gone
through a period where the Fed tightened rates by 400 basis points,
and there haven't been any real disruptions. This is very unusual-
the truth is you can't count on this calm continuing forever.
Eventually a crisis will occur. And when the storm hits, you're
better off with an experienced crew.
BA: I'd like to add that our 25 years of experience only illustrates our
commitment to the business and our desire to be among the biggest
and most influential players in the game. We're not living in our
yearbook here. We know, paradoxically, that we have to remain
nimble to remain big, so we're constantly innovating to ensure that
we stay ahead. Take global expansion for instance. Currently,
offshore funds make up 25 percent of our business and we have the
goal of eventually bringing that up to 50 percent. We're constantly
asking ourselves how we can continue to improve the products we're
delivering to the marketplace, whether itbe client services, the portal
or any other deliverable we can improve.

DF:So to summarize, we think that despite being among the larger
players in the industry, we still need to remain very nimble in order
to anticipate and quickly react to opportunities and risk. On the
other hand, being associated with Goldman Sachs enables us to
take advantage of the economies of scale that can keep costs down.
So yes, we're big - we don't have a problem with that - as long as
we can stay as nimble as the little guys.

MMI: How did the integration of your acquisitions of the Expedi-
tion Funds and the Golden Oak Funds work out? Is the firm still
on the lookout for additional acquisitions?
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DF: The integration so far has been basically seamless. We're
thrilled with how our acquisitions have been going and we're
happy with our approach. In our methodology, we're pretty par-
ticular in that we only look for deals that are beneficial to both us
and the funds being acquired. We usually look for families that are
subscale; possibly aspiring to exit the business or partner up to
build a beneficial relationship. Unlike a lot of our competitors,
acquiring and devouring is not part of our methodology - we'd
rather become partners in business. We're sticking with this
approach, since it has worked so well, and remain on the lookout
for any other beneficial deals that present themselves in the future.
MMI: GSAM's Global Cash trading portal (globalcash.gs.com)
was a pioneering tool that, back in 2001, allowed clients to
manage everythingfrom a single online center. Today, do you still
see Global Cash as the leader in money-market portals?
BA: Weare extremely proud of Global Cash; we think it is a
world-class leader in money-market portals. However, since
technology can never rest on its accomplishments for long, we
continuously update the technology to keep its cutting edge.

What really separate us from the competition are the relation-
ships we build with our clients. We pursue these relationships
aggressively. We make it our job to listen to our clients and pool
their feedback to ensure our system enhancements truly reflect
their real-world needs. Our portal users rely on the system to make
their lives easier and more productive so they can get on with the
other things they need to do in the day. Our users' experience is a
combination of a fully-functional portal supported by world-class
client services. That's what keeps us in the forefront.
DF: Talking about the need to continually innovate - we were on
a conference call earlier today about the portal. There are approxi-
mately 16 separate portal enhancement projects in the works right
now. This is an area where you clearly cannot rest on your laurels.
You've got to continually innovate in order to stay on top.
MMI: What do GSAM's funds offer that its competitors cannot?
D F: There's no one unique service or product line we offer that our
competitors don't. However, there are very few companies out there
that can offer the full suite of products and services like GSAM. In
other words, we offer a one-stop shopping venue for your money-
market needs. On a high-level basis, we offer products that are
classified as onshore, offshore, fully taxable, tax advantaged, tax
exempt, and multi currency-denominated portfolios and on and on.

Beth and I spend a lot oftime determining what products our
customers will want or need in maybe three to five years in the
future. By drawing on our experience - and the experience of
other members of our team - we can typically anticipate the
demands of the future and begin developing the products to
satisfy those needs today,

So to recap, GSAM offers a full suite of products; a global
footprint; high-level client support; an industry-leading portal; a
risk management-focused approach toward product management;
name, brand, and industry recognition; big company volume, small
company nimbleness; and 25 years of experience in the money-
market business. •
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